ANTHONY   EDEN
Churchill's thesis had been that it was vital to bring France
and Germany closer together; what better step could be taken
to this end than the Prime Minister's pilgrimage to Rome?
It is reported that Eden's championship of his chief was
warmly applauded by the House, even if members left the
debate somewhat mystified by the Pact. Indeed from a Par-
liamentary and Governmental point of view Eden emerged
with far more prestige and popularity than MacDonald and
Simon, who had had the responsibilities of negotiation.
Simon, however, managed to collect some popularity from
his extremely heavy handling of the notorious Moscow trial
of the Metro-Vickers employees. It was the occasion for one
of those unpleasant outbursts of hysterics and phobias that
periodically afflict the British public. Simon exploited the
power of our purse in order to override the apparently bar-
baric dictates of Soviet justice. The connexion between the
two might not seem to be direct but in the circumstances we
could not stand upon polite inquiries, and Sir John knew no
other way of obtaining for the prisoners a. fair trial. Cheers
greeted Eden when on the 2Oth of March he solemnly
announced that in view of the treatment to which British
subjects were liable in Russia, the Government had decided
to suspend negotiations with the Soviet for a new commercial
treaty. Thus were High Protectionists and White Russians
to experience the thrill of Sir John Simon's capacity to decide
when the Jus Britannica was threatened with violation. There
was nothing like it since Jenkin's Ear.
April was a month of gestures and denunciations. Mac-
Donald went to stay with Roosevelt, while Sir Austen
Chamberlain, exercising to the full the prerogatives of an
elder statesman, attacked the upstart Hitler—leader of a
" Government which embodied the worst of All-Prussian
Imperialism.' Chamberlain's influence over Eden did not
end when he ceased to be Foreign Secretary; indeed, without
the trammels of office the range of his authority widened.
He spoke as an adviser beyond the reach of formal rebuke.
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